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Abstract
A lack of science and technology knowledge understanding of most rural people who had the highest education
at elementary education level more than others level is unsuccessfully transferred appropriate technology
knowledge for rural sustainable development. This study provides the measurement of the learning process by
semantic annotation technique on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary to prove the effectiveness of tutorial science
ontology improving the learning process of non-science and technology educated farmers. The result showed
that (i) experimental sample group who additional social science ontologies significantly improve learning
process of throughput domain knowledge. (ii) The experimental group reaches analysis level while the control
group without ontology input meets apply level. The experimental group cognitive level improves one step
further of the control group.
Keywords: innovative semantic annotation, Bloom’s Taxonomy, learning process measurement, CommonKADS
1. Introduction
According to Thai education system provides nine years at elementary education level: Pratom 6 of compulsory
education, with twelve years at lower secondary education level: Mattayom 3 of free basic education guaranteed
and set by the 1999 National Education Act. Then the compulsory education was extended to nine years, with all
students expected to complete with fifteen years: Mattayom 6 in 2003 (Ministry of Education, Thailand, 2008).
Most of rural people in Thailand had the highest education at elementary education level that are elementary
school (Pratom 4-Pratom6) at 92.58%, lower secondary school (Muttayom 1-3) at 46.82% and upper secondary
school (Muttayom 4-6) at 25.29%. (Office of the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Education, 1992).
Additionally, it can be seen from Office of the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Education, (2013) that there are
91.36% of rural people who are farmers in Thailand completed elementary education level more than other
levels. There are no basic science, social science and technology subjects in Thai’s curriculum of the compulsory
nine years of Thai education system in 1999. Additionally, the Thailand culture is agricultural community and
the today age of most rural farmers is more than 35 year old who has the highest education at elementary
education level in the compulsory nine years of Thai education system and need to do a farm in their own
community. The findings highlight a lack of basic science, social science and technology knowledge
understanding in basic education level of rural community people in Thailand being unsuccessfully transferred
appropriate technology knowledge, which is maintained in the sustainable development projects. Moreover,
non-science and technology educated people could not understand and apply science and technology knowledge
to develop or solve problem issue of their community.
This study used tutorial science ontologies in order to prove non-science and technology educated farmers
improve learning process. So, this research provides the measurement of learning process by semantic annotation
technique on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary to prove that the additional science ontologies can improve
cognitive level of non-science and technology educated farmers reflect in competence of learning process.
Learning process is a performing procedure or using various methods, which help individual learners to create
their own knowledge and to design learning method how to learn (Liyabage, Strachan, Penlington, & Casselden,
2013). The learning process includes a training method and a learning measurement, which is truly effective, the
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training method must be appropriate for the individuals and the situation. The individual or group learning
development and measurement cover the obvious skills and knowledge required for the community or
qualification. The individual effective development could be also considered in term of personal potential,
individual learning styles and whole individual life skill development. The learning process could be approached
by flexible methods of learning process design, knowledge dissemination and learning process measurement.
These concepts provide for working class training, development and assessment. The method of assessing the
learning process that is currently available can measure individual cognitive and skill which usually uses
Bloom’s Taxonomy Pappas, Pierrakos and Nagel (2013), Valcke, De Wever, Zhu, and Deed (2009), Plack,
Driscoll, Marquez, Cuppernull, Maring, and Greenberg (2007).
The measurement has played principal roles in the learning process of teaching, training or coaching courses. A
suitable design measurement accurately could reveal the learner’s skill level of learning process. The appropriate
assessment could provide learning situations of learning process for learners and validate training strategy for
trainers.
This study aims to assess domain knowledge throughput of organic rice farming knowledge and to measure
learning process improvement using effective tutorial science ontologies by semantic annotation techniques on
Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary. This research focuses on measurement of learning process of the working class
training on organic rice farming knowledge for non-science and technology educated organic rice farmers. The
learning process is designed for non-science and technology educated organic rice farmers in this research using
an effective science and technology ontologies to train experimental sample group before learning organic rice
farming from experts.
This research designs the measurement using innovative semantic annotation technique on Bloom’s Taxonomy
vocabulary to assess learning process of non-science and technology educated farmers on organic rice farming
knowledge from trainers. A semantic annotation technique can connect specific keyword on Bloom’s Taxonomy
vocabulary to concepts and background knowledge stored in domain knowledge and ontology. The learning
process outputs constitute the valuable knowledge for particular domain knowledge, however, due to the
unstructured nature of the learning process output, the machines for automation purpose could not efficiently
exploit this domain knowledge. Consequently, the creation of innovative semantic annotation related to Bloom’s
Taxonomy vocabulary seems to be a technique to exploit this domain knowledge and extract contained and
obvious expertise. This study proposes semantic annotation technique on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary to
measure the learning output and outcome on organic rice farming learning process of non-science and
technology educated farmers in Phrao district, Chiang Mai province, Thailand as a case study. Most rural people
in Phrao District had highest education at elementary school level at 53.4% and their ages are about more than
35 year old and they are farmers. Consequently, rural farmers at Phrao District, Chiang Mai Province, Thailand
are suitable sample group for this study.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Bloom’s Taxonomy
Bloom’s Taxonomy has a significant influence on educational theory and practice. Bloom’s taxonomy of
educational aims was established as a tool for a variety of purposes. Bloom’s taxonomy is systematized from
simple to complex and specific to abstract cognitive classifications (Krathwohl, 2002), representing an aggregate
framework that has been broadly applied in educational research (Kunen, Cohen, & Solman, 1981). More
particularly, Bloom’s categories reveal levels in knowledge construction (Bloom, Engelhart, Furst, Hill, &
Krathwohl, 1956). Structuring knowledge indicates drive from basic descriptive explanations of opinion to
operating a variety of cognitive strategies, such as analysis, evaluation and creativity (Anderson et al., 2001).
The cognitive process dimension on Bloom’s revised taxonomy is alienated into remember, understand, apply,
analyze, evaluate and create (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2008) which represents the approach of thinking and
learning process for a learner and supports the learners to maintain and transfer the learning knowledge.
The Bloom’s revised taxonomy focuses to assess the learning process of learner in terms of appropriate cognitive
process and knowledge form then the trainers will apply in learning process measurement to support the
instructive potency, instructional assessment analysis, curriculum design etc. (Box, 2004; Chyung & Stepich,
2003; Lister & Leaney, 2003; Scott, 2003; Airasian & Miranda, 2002; Mayer, 2002).
2.2 Ontology
The “ontology” can be expressed as an explicit specification of conceptualization. The structure of the domain
can be captured via ontology, i.e. conceptualization. The conceptualization clarifies about the domain knowledge,
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not particularly about the state of affairs in the domain. Subsequently, ontology is specification of this
conceptualization which using particular modelling language and particular terms specify the conceptualization.
The official specification is essential in order to be able to process ontologies and automatically activate on
ontologies.
The ontology defines a domain, while a knowledge base (based on ontology) particularly explains the state of
relationships. A knowledge-based system has its own knowledge base, and only what can be communicated
using ontology can be stored and reused in the knowledge base. When an agent desire to communicate to another
agent, who uses the concepts from some ontology to understand in communication, ontologies must be shared
between agents (e.g., Anumba et al., 2008; Chou et al., 2008; Saito et al., 2007; Uschold & Gruninger, 1996).
The methodology in this research utilized ontology-based knowledge as knowledge representation to reason
domain knowledge on the organic rice farming of sustainable development projects The learning process
measurement in this research uses semantic annotation technique on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary to annotate
ontologies output and domain knowledge of samples’ answer test and interview questions.
2.3 CommonKADS
CommonKADS viewpoint for Common Knowledge Acquisition and Design System, which is a current form of
KADS. The approach purposes to support structured knowledge engineering. It signifies the bottlenecks and
opportunities in the organizations, allocates and applies their knowledge resources, and so provides toolkits for
corporate knowledge management. It also provides the approaches to present a comprehensive analysis of
knowledge-intensive tasks and procedures. CommonKADS provides the development of knowledge systems that
provide designated parts of the business process (Schreiber, 1999).
Knowledge model provides the way of expert thinking, which people learn from could think as an expert. The
CommonKADS model has a variety of components such as the organization model, task model, agent model,
knowledge model, communication model and design model. This research focuses on the knowledge model to
structure the appropriate technology knowledge from sustainable development projects based on science
reasoning: biology, physics, chemistry and mathematics based framework derived from problem consideration,
conceptualization, reasoning and implementation of a solution. This research focuses on CommonKADS to
capture knowledge, which is one of the most widely used knowledge engineering methodologies.
2.3.1 Annotation
Annotation approaches can associate with a particular domain in a document to broader concepts and valuable
domain knowledge stored in a knowledge base and ontology (Handschuh, 2005). The typical principle of
annotation is not about trying to attribute a label to every word but it is finding those things, which are listed in
the instructions. The annotations could not intersect with each other, or be contained within each other, unless the
specific instructions allow this. Moreover, all set of annotations must be the work of a single annotator only and
will be of an only document in separation, and would not consider other documents. Machines for automation
purpose could not proficiently achieve the concepts, domain knowledge or ontology from unstructured document
(Gruber, 1993). Accordingly, the creation of semantic annotation associated with document content.
2.3.2 Semantic Annotation
Semantic Annotation (SA) attaches a term or extent of a particular domain to a semantic database or ontology or
domain concept where additional information and knowledge are stored. The semantic annotation approach
proposes a framework of semantic web for constructing such metadata that it denotes to the procedure of
indexing and retrieving useful domain knowledge from documents, therefore, generating annotation or metadata
on top of documents. This annotation is well expressed for a specific domain using appropriate syntax and
semantics, thus, the objective of semantic annotation is to create metadata, which can be exploited by both
manual annotation and automated annotation by machines.
There are two basic semantic annotation tools for producing semantic annotations, which are automatic and
manual semantic annotation. The automatic annotation provides recommendations for annotations that could
operate many more documents. However, this automatic annotation is less precise and still requires intervention
by knowledge workers. The most fundamental annotation tools allow annotators to manually generate
annotations that are more accurate and in common with virtuously documented annotation tools but provide
some support for ontologies. This research uses manual semantic annotation technique on Bloom’s taxonomy
vocabulary to measure learning process of non-science and technology educated organic rice farmers (Uren et al.,
2006).
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3. Research Methodology
The experimental research designs on adaptive organic rice-farming samples as a learning process study samples
because this group represents a research problem. The adaptive organic rice farmers were selected by taking a
test that was in science and technology in organic rice farming concepts and designed by a researcher. There are
ten adaptive organic rice farmers as research samples that are non-science and technology educated people who
could not answer the test. Consequently, these adaptive organic rice farmers were divided equally into two
groups, i.e., control group and experimental group. The only experimental group was trained social science
ontologies before organic rice farming train.
This study focuses on learning process measurement of the organic rice farming knowledge by semantic
annotation technique on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary in order to prove the effectiveness of tutorial science
ontologies that can improve learning process of non-science and technology educated farmers. The social science
ontologies were used as knowledge representation to transfer knowledge to rural farmers of Phrao District,
Chiang Mai Province, Thailand as a research case study. The vocational learning was experimented with
Bloom’s Taxonomy framework to evaluate additional ontologies and vocational lifelong learning of case study.
The research methodology and findings verification and validation
The study findings were verified by experts who expertise in appropriate technology knowledge in each step this
research. All tests (Q1-Q5) of this study were designed and verified by experts via teaching back verified all
captured domain knowledge. The research findings were validated using test (Q1), pre-test (Q2), post-test (Q3)
that were design by experts and knowledge validation (Q4, Q5) shown in Figure 1. The test Q1, Q2 and Q3
should be the same set of questions which based on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary. Moreover, the test Q4 and
Q5 should be the same set of questions which based on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary as well. Experts who are
the expert in appropriate technology knowledge and researcher who has science background designed and
verified the tests and interview question guideline for knowledge validation in Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4 and Q5. The
research experimental process was validated with the test, pre-test, post-test and knowledge validation. (Shown
in Figure 1)
Organic rice farming task 1-9 process
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Figure 1. The research methodology and findings verification and validation framework
3.1 The Sample Qualification: Stage 1
This research focuses on adaptive organic rice farmers to be a study sample to prove learning skill in learning
process from additional ontologies, which was developed. The samples of case study were divided into two
groups, which were control group and an experimental group in order to measure the learning process by
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semantic annotation technique on Bloom’s Taxonomy. Additionally, this stage involved the reviewing and
deciding upon existing knowledge from a sustainable development project which was an organic rice farming
knowledge as an appropriate technology.
There are only 37 organic rice farmers in Phrao District community that including farmers in an adaptive step of
organic rice farming that are 12 farmers in this organic rice farming community. To qualify sample selection in
this research using a test that is designed the questions in science and technology ontology knowledge as
following:
1)

Which it decompose a fossil in the soil?

2)

Which is it decomposed into humus?

3)

What are appropriate compositions in soil in agriculture and useful for growing?

4)

What are the objectives of cover crop?

5)

How to eliminate pets and insects during crop by biological methods?

6)

What is microorganism in soil and how microorganism is useful in agriculture?

All 37 organic rice farmers answer 6 questions which these farmers have to response these questions together at
the same time in front of the researcher. This research focuses on the answer from 12 adaptive organic rice
farmers who can be the research problem representative samples. The qualification of adaptive organic rice
farmers must be non-science and technology education or lack of science and technology basic education. The
research adaptive organic rice farming samples who could not answer the social science questions will be
selected for research examination samples. Then, the adaptive organic rice farmer samples will be divided
equally into control and experimental groups.
3.2 Additional Ontologies for Learners: Stage 2
The Q1 test provides for both sample groups as a pre-test in order to assess basic understanding of organic rice
farming domain knowledge of samples. Then, this stage provides additional ontologies, which were developed
for tutoring adaptive organic rice farmer sample in order to prove the hypothesis of ontology effectiveness
improving the learning process. Thus, only the experimental group will be tutored 92 additional ontologies of the
organic rice farming ontology knowledge based on four main science ontologies derived from the biology,
chemistry, physics and mathematics concepts of Thai’s curriculum in lower secondary school by a researcher
who has science background for one week prior trained domain knowledge. The tutorial of the additional
ontology process for samples in an experimental group will take place before the organic rice farming training
course from experts domain knowledge both control and experimental groups. The ontology knowledge based on
biology, chemistry, physics and mathematics concepts will be train and explain to samples in an experimental
group by a researcher who has a Master degree of science. Consequently, the Q2 test will be used to measure
basic understanding of organic rice farming domain knowledge of both sample groups to assess the learning
process improvement by reasoning domain knowledge with ontology.
3.3 Organic Rice Agriculture as Appropriate Technology Knowledge Training: Stage 3
The adaptive organic rice farmer samples in both control and experimental groups were trained together at the
same time and the same contents of domain knowledge of intensive organic rice farming tasks by experts who
are academic researcher in Chiang Mai University and practitioner in field of appropriate technology knowledge
of organic rice farming for one month. The training course and activities are designed to cover all tasks of
organic rice farming crop knowledge, which is expected that the learners can understand and apply knowledge of
appropriate technology for their organic rice farms.
The term of expert’s domain knowledge refers to knowledge which is specific for a given domain of practice,
both in terms of more abstract knowledge and domain knowledge embedded in the organizational, social and
material context of a given practice. This research has nine tasks of organic rice planting knowledge: T1-soil
analysis, T2-seed selection, T3-rice seedling, T4-soil preparation, T5-organic rice growing, T6-water
management, T7-rice disease, pet, insect protection, T8-harvest and T9-soil development. Each of 9 tasks was
modelled into task, inference, domain knowledge from organic rice farming trainer. Trainers of this research
design the training course. Then, the Q3 test will be used as a post-test for training organic rice farming domain
knowledge.
3.4 Learning Process Measurement: Stage 4
This step provides the measurement of tutorial ontology effectiveness on organic rice farming knowledge in
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learning process improvement of both control and experimental groups. The Q1: pre-test, Q2: Pre-test for
pre-training; and Q3: Post-test were designed by experts and used these tests to validate the findings from the
experiment. The average throughput of organic rice farming domain knowledge in learning process will be
counted and validated in terms of applying domain knowledge, effectiveness domain knowledge with their
community and acquiring knowledge by themselves in both control and experimental sample groups. These
average throughput of organic rice knowledge at Q4 to test the learning process improvement.
Additionally, learning process of non-science and technology educated samples will be measured by semantic
annotation technique on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary. The measurement of learning process of samples by
semantic annotation on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary: Q4 and Q5 (shown in Figure 2) that it would begin with
reading learners’ answers from start to end and observing learner’s action. The answers and observation of both
sample groups would be captured and modelled using CommonKADS then these knowledge models would be
manually annotated all annotations in order as they are found to give the most accurate results by semantic
annotation measurement on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary.

Revised Bloom's taxonomy

Vocabulary of Revised Bloom's taxonomy
arrange, assemble, collect, compose,
construct, create, design, develop, formulate,
manage, organise, plan, prepare, propose, set
up, write

Create

Semantic
annotation

analyse, appraise, calculate, categorise,
compare, contrast, criticise, differentiate,
discriminate, distinguish, examine,
experiment, question, test

Understand

apply, choose, demonstrate, dramatise, employ,
illustrate, interpret, operate, practice, schedule,
sketch, solve, use, write
classify, describe, discuss, explain, express,
identify, indicate, locate, recognise, report,
restate, review, select, translate

Remember

arrange, define, duplicate, label, list,
memorise, name, order, recognise, reproduce
state

Apply

Knowledge Model

appraise, argue, assess, attach, choose
compare, defend estimate, judge, predict rate,
core, select, support, value, evaluate

Evaluate

Analyse

Learner's answer and action in
learning process

code name : T001

Semantic
annotation

Tacit Knowledge

Tacit Knowledge

code name : I001

code name : I002

Ontology

Domain knowledge

Cognitive process dimension

Figure 2. Semantic annotation technique on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary
4. Research Finding
4.1 Quality of Samples
A suitable case study is identified to develop a solution for scientific knowledge. It is Phrao district; Chiang Mai
province be selected as an appropriate case study. Phrao District exists partnership and representative of
developing an area of Chiang Mai University and use the knowledge from the sustainable development projects
to develop the community. Phrao area has a good environment and resources for agriculture that is ready to
develop for sustainable living. There are 12,120 families that are 36,393 populations in Phrao District.
There 53.43 % of rural people in Phrao District had the highest education at elementary school level which is a
lack of science and technology knowledge. It means that most people in this rural are having the basic education
that is not enough to transfer knowledge from appropriate technology successfully for rural development to be a
sustainable community. Non-science and technology knowledge educated people do not understand and apply
knowledge, which have many conceptualization and social science vocabulary. Consequently, the rural people in
Phrao district can be research problem representation because most rural people graduated from primary school
and lack of science and technology knowledge. It is envisaged that Phrao District, Chiang Mai Province,
Thailand was selected as a case study to transfer organic rice farming knowledge. The knowledge requirement to
renew the case study community will be validated by non-structured interviews with stakeholders from the case
study.
This study considers an adaptive organic rice-farming group as a learning process technique study sample test
because this group characterizes a research problem. This research focused on the answer from 12 adaptive
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organic rice farmers who can be the research problem representative samples. The qualification of adaptive
organic rice farmers must be non-science and technology education or lack of science and technology basic
education. The 12 adaptive organic rice-farming samples were selected for research examination samples
because they could not answer of 6 the social science questions. The test scores of 12 farmers were less than half
of full scores that mean they not know and understand about the concept of organic rice farming and lack of
science and technology knowledge. There were only 10 adaptive organic rice farmers willing to participate in
this research as a research sample. Then, the adaptive organic rice farmer samples were divided equally into
control and experimental groups.
4.2 Learning Process Measurement
Effectiveness of tutorial social science ontology in learning process
The learning process was designed to measure the ontology effectiveness and the sample learning method that
following only the experts or adopting the domain knowledge by using ontology in reasoning. The only the
experimental group was tutored the social science ontologies of organic rice farming to prove the ontology
effectiveness. Then, the control and experimental groups were trained in organic rice farming by experts and
were tested for knowledge gained from trainers following Bloom’s Taxonomy framework. There was
148-domain knowledge of nine intensive tasks of organic rice farming which were disseminated to both sample
groups. The experimental group only was trained 92 ontologies based on science concepts on organic rice
farming. The training outcome of the learning process was assessed via capturing organic rice domain
knowledge from both sample groups using CommonKADS.
The domain knowledge reasoning with ontology mapping in each test of Q1-Q5 is a set of expressions that has a
different ontology of both sample groups, which were mapped in learning process in every task of organic rice
agriculture tasks. The organic rice farming domain knowledge of both adaptive farmer sample groups were
elicited and captured via interview using CommonKADS to map learning outcome defining with jargon of
experts using manual semantic annotation to get effectiveness domain knowledge and comparing between one
by one of each control group and experimental group. The example of the comparison of domain knowledge
reasoning with ontology of one pair sample from both groups that is shown in Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The map of domain knowledge validation of organic rice farming knowledge from both control and
experimental groups
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The findings were verified by experts who have experience in appropriate technology knowledge of every step
of this research. The research findings were validated using test, pre-test and post-test that was design by experts.
The scores of all tests in each sample group are showed in Table 1. The results of knowledge validation with
pre-test and post-test average scores showed that experimental sample group that had tutorial science ontologies
has better scores more than control group. These findings mean the experimental group that can be reasoning
domain knowledge with science ontologies and show the effectiveness of tutorial science ontologies. The results
of social science ontology effectiveness in learning process of test Q1, Q2 and Q3 showed that the experimental
group which is with ontology training can remember, understand and practice knowledge from experts more than
the control group which is without tutorial social science ontologies (shown in Table 1). The average number of
organic rice farming domain knowledge in learning process was counted and validated with tests in terms of
domain knowledge in both control and experimental groups. The both sample groups took the test Q1 as a
pre-test, Q2 as pre-training (experimental group has already been trained ontologies), then Q3 as post-test after
training. Consequently, all answers would be captured using knowledge model of CommonKADS into task,
inference and domain knowledge and then using manual semantic annotation technique to annotate domain
knowledge from sample’s answer with experts’ jargons to assess ontology reasoning of sample.
Table 1. The test scores of control and experimental group in each stage
Mean of control
group

% of Mean of control
group

Mean of experimental
group

% of Mean of experimental
group

The scores of test (Q1)

47

31.48

48

32.22

The scores of Pre-test
(Q2)

47

31.91

69

46.81

The scores of Post-test
(Q3)

63

42.47

91

61.49

The Wilcoxon Signed Ranks statistic approach was used to compare the mean difference on number of domain
knowledge in Q1, Q2 and Q3 between the control and experimental group that tests to prove the tutorial
ontology effectiveness hypothesis. The significance of the two-sided test shows in Table 2 that the median of the
differences between Q1 and Q2 of both sample groups is 0.025 at α=0.05 and the median of the differences
between Q2 and Q3 of both sample groups is 0.005 at α=0.05, so it can be seen that the mean difference on
average domain knowledge between experimental group and control group is totally different and statistically
significant. In addition, this statistical approach shows that the tutorial social science ontology effectiveness as a
study hypothesis has been proved via the throughput domain knowledge counting in learning process to be
statically significant of domain knowledge.
Table 2. Statistical test of the domain knowledge measurement between control and experimental group
comparison of Q1, Q2 and Q3 test

Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed Sig.)]

Pre-test Q1-Post-test Q2

Pre-test Q2-Post-test Q3

.025

.005

The Q4 and Q5 were used to validate learning process output and outcome. The average throughput of organic
rice farming domain knowledge in learning process was counted and validated in terms of applying domain
knowledge, effectiveness domain knowledge with their community and acquiring knowledge by themselves in
both control and experimental sample groups. The results of ontology effectiveness in learning process showed
that the experimental group which was with social science ontologies training could understand and apply
knowledge from experts more than the control group which was without tutorial ontologies (shown in Table 3).
The experimental group only had tutorial ontology on organic rice farming as it can be seen in mapping in Figure
3. The adaptive farmer samples in this group could remember and reason ontologies to understand expert’s
concept and create their own domain knowledge, which was appropriate to their community.
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Table 3. Throughput of organic rice farming domain knowledge comparison between control and experimental
groups (Q4 and Q5)
Mean of control

Mean of experimental

Percentage of control

Percentage of experimental

group

group

group

group

19.2

53.40

12.97

36.08

11

26.20

11.00

17.70

0

8.20

0

5.54

Number of applying domain
knowledge (Q4)
Number of effective domain
knowledge (Q4)
Number of acquiring domain
knowledge (Q5)

The additional ontologies on organic rice farming knowledge was validated via a count of number of using
domain knowledge using CommonKADS to annotate domain knowledge from both control and experimental
groups with experts’ jargons (shown in Figure 3). Some ontology could not be used on organic rice appropriately,
and some ontology of their adaptive organic rice farmer samples could be reasoned and created which was
related to expert’s domain knowledge to apply for organic rice farming. Furthermore, the new domain
knowledge on organic rice farming which is suitable for case study was created from non-science and technology
educated farmers in experimental sample group. The results of ontology effectiveness in learning process show
that the experimental group which was with ontology training could understand and apply knowledge from
trainers more than the control group effectively which was without tutorial ontologies (shown in Table 1 and 3).
The average throughput of organic rice farming domain knowledge in learning process was counted and
validated in terms of applying domain knowledge (Q4), effective domain knowledge (Q4) with their community
and acquiring knowledge (Q5) by themselves in control group and experimental group. The total number domain
knowledge from experts was 148 domain knowledge to train in learning process for both control and
experimental sample groups, then the output of average of organic rice farming domain knowledge of learning
process learned by both sample groups was counted as number of throughput domain knowledge (shown in
Figure 4) and calculated as percentage (shown in Figure 5).

100.00

80.00

Average of no. of Applying
domain knowledge

53.40

60.00

Average of no. of Effective
domain knowledge
40.00

Average of no. of Acquiring
domain knowledge

26.20
19.20

20.00

11.00

8.20
0.00

0.00

Control group

Experiment Group

Figure 4. Comparison of domain knowledge on organic rice farming of control and experimental group
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100.00#

% of Applying domain
knowledge

80.00#

60.00#

% of Effective domain
knowledge

36.08
40.00#

12.97
20.00#

% of Acquiring domain
knowledge

17.70#
7.43#

5.54

0.00#
0.00#

Control group

Experiment Group

Figure 5. Comparison of domain knowledge percentage on organic rice farming between control and
experimental group
Table 4. Statistical test of the throughput domain knowledge measurement between control and experimental
group comparison

Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed
Sig.)]

Number of applying domain
knowledge (Q4)

Number of effective domain
knowledge (Q4)

Number of acquiring domain
knowledge (Q5)

.008

.008

.008

The Wilcoxon Signed Ranks statistic approach was used to compare the mean difference on number of applying,
effective and acquiring domain knowledge between the control and experimental group that tests to prove the
tutorial ontology effectiveness hypothesis. The significance of the two-sided test shows in Table 4 that the
median of the differences is 0.008 at α=0.05, so it can be seen that the mean difference on average throughput
domain knowledge between experimental group and control group is totally different and statistically significant.
In addition, this statistical approach shows that the tutorial social science ontology effectiveness as a study
hypothesis has been proved via the throughput domain knowledge counting in learning process to be statically
significant of applying, effective and acquiring domain knowledge which in applying cognitive level on Bloom’s
Taxonomy.
Semantic annotation technique on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary
The measurement of learning process improvement of both non-science and technology educated control and
experimental sample groups by semantic annotation on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary (shown in Figure 6)
suggested that it would begin with reading learners’ answers researcher’s question and interview agendas which
follows Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary from start to end and observing learner’s actions. The answers and
observation of both sample groups were captured and modelled using CommonKADS, then these knowledge
models were manually semantic annotated all annotations as they are found to give the most accurate results by
semantic annotation measurement on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary.
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Questions
and Interview
Researcher

Create

Evaluate

Analyse

Semantic
annotation

Apply

Understand

Remember

arrange, define, duplicate, label,
list, memorise, name, order,
recognise, reproduce state

Cognitive process dimension

Understand
Apply
Analyse
Evaluate

appraise, argue, assess, attach, choose
compare, defend estimate, judge,
predict rate, core, select, support, value,
evaluate
analyse, appraise, calculate, categorise,
compare, contrast, criticise, differentiate,
discriminate, distinguish, examine,
experiment, question, test
apply, choose, demonstrate, dramatise,
employ, illustrate, interpret, operate, practice,
schedule, sketch, solve, use, write
classify, describe, discuss, explain, express,
identify, indicate, locate, recognise, report,
restate, review, select, translate

a sample
Remember

arrange, assemble, collect, compose,
construct, create, design, develop,
formulate, manage, organise, plan,
prepare, propose, set up, write

Create

CommonKADs
Sample's answer and action
Knowledge Model

code name : T001
Tacit Knowledge

Tacit Knowledge

code name : I001

code name : I001

Vocabulary of Revised Bloom's taxonomy

Revised Bloom's taxonomy
Ontology

Domain knowledge

Figure 6. The mapping of semantic annotation technique on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary to cognitive level
The questions were designed using the behaviour vocabulary of Bloom’s Taxonomy, then tested for both control
and experimental groups. The cognitive level of each adaptive organic rice farmer sample was defined from the
answers and actions by semantic annotation on revised Bloom’s Taxonomy following Table 5 such as if a sample
was questioned “Can you describe how to develop organic rice farm soil?” and a sample can describe obviously
of organic rice soil development that means the sample is in understanding level of Bloom’s Taxonomy. The ten
samples of both non-science and technology educated organic rice sample groups were assessed by semantic
annotation on revised Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary in order to define the cognitive level of each sample in
learning process. The result shows in Figure 8 that all five samples in experimental group were in analysis
cognitive level and just three samples could reach to creating cognitive level. The three samples in control group
were in remember cognitive level and no samples in this control group could reach to analysis, evaluating and
creating cognitive level.
Table 5. The revised Bloom’s Taxonomy
Cognitive
level

Description

Learner’s answer and action

Remember

Ability to recognise, arrange trained
material, memorize of definitions that
without an understanding of the related
meaning.

Recall the ontology in the exact content that it was
trained on organic rice farming.

Understand

Ability to understand, explain and
indicate the trained material.

Restate the trained material in the learner’s own
vocabulary or can discuss unseen concept of organic
rice farming.

Apply

Ability to practise the trained material to
apply in new situations.

Apply the appropriate technology of trained material
to operate the learner own organic rice farm.
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Analyse

Ability to distinguish and examine
complex concepts or situations into the
learner component portions.

Compare or contrast the performance of the trained
organic rice farming to learner component portions
and analyse the related component parts to their own
situations or another.

Evaluate

Ability to judge and evaluate the worth
of trained concepts, knowledge, etc. for
specified determination.

Evaluate the business outcome of the learner own
organic rice products and making judgments on the
quality of their own products.

Create

Ability to propose or rearrange
component portions to create new
concepts.

Create and develop their own organic rice farming
domain knowledge based on appropriate technology
concepts.

Reference: Bloom et al. (1956), Anderson and Krathwohl (2001).
The example of the learning process measurement by innovative semantic annotation on Bloom’s Taxonomy
vocabulary is shown in Figure 7 and the evaluation form of cognitive level was shown in Table 6. The ten
samples of both non-science and technology educated organic rice sample groups were assessed by semantic
annotation on revised Bloom’s Taxonomy in order to define the cognitive level of each sample in learning
process.

Figure 7. The example of mapping of semantic annotation technique on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary to
cognitive level of the sample in experimental group who has tutorial ontologies on task 7 diseases and pets’
control
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Table 6. A cognitive behaviour evaluation for non-science and technology educated farmers of organic rice
farming learning process improvement
Cognitive
behaviour
indicator of
Bloom’s
Taxonomy

Fail (0
points)

Fair (1 points)

Pass (2 points)

Good (3 points)

Could not
answer all
questions

Answers are not clearly
and get to the key words
of correct answers,
Confusing answers

Answers get to the
points of questions
but it is still needed
more detail

Answers are completely
and covered for all
aspect of questions,
Clearly answers

Remember
Understand
Apply
Analyze
Evaluate
Create
All answers from both sample groups were captured using CommonKADS into task, inference and domain and
then using the semantic annotation technique on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary to measure and score learning
process improvement of all samples. The experts and researcher assessed the learning process improvement of
all samples using the evaluation form in Table 6 to score the clearly fine answer together with semantic
annotation on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary. For example, in the remember cognitive level on Bloom’s
Taxonomy, the sample can recognize the all domain knowledge of organic rice farming and the answers are
complete, covered for all tasks of organic rice farming knowledge and clearly answers then the sample should be
scored at 3 points in good level. If the sample cannot recognize and could not answer all questions, which based
on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary, the sample’s score would be zero point. Every cognitive level of all samples
on Bloom’s Taxonomy was evaluated by semantic annotation on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary together with
cognitive behaviour evaluation.
The total evaluation scores of all organic rice farming knowledge in task 1 to task 9 were calculated from
learning process measurement by semantic annotation on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary using assessment form
of both sample groups using assessment form of both sample groups shown in Table 7.
Table 7. Total evaluation scores of all organic rice farming tasks (Task 1-Task 9) were calculated from learning
process measurement by semantic annotation on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary using assessment form of both
sample groups using assessment form of both sample groups
Cognitive Level

Control Group (points)

Experimental Group (points)

AD1

AD2

AD3

AD4

AD5

AD6

AD7

AD8

AD9

AD10

Remember

6

3

0

1

0

14

15

13

15

12

Understand

2

1

0

1

0

10

12

9

9

9

Apply

2

0

0

1

0

7

7

5

7

5

Analyze

0

0

0

0

0

2

4

2

4

2

Evaluate

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

0

1

1

Create

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

0

1

0

From Table 7, it can be seen that the learning process of samples in an experimental group having additional
ontology are improvement more than control group significantly. The semantic annotation technique on Bloom’s
Taxonomy vocabulary can measure the learning process improvement and prove the ontology effectiveness. The
number of sample in control and experimental groups who can improve their learning process by reasoning
domain knowledge with ontology and reach the cognitive level on Bloom’s Taxonomy shows in Table 8.
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Table 8. Number of sample in each group reaches the cognitive level
Number of sample in control group (person)

Number of sample experimental group
(person)

Remember

3

5

Understand

2

5

Apply

2

5

Cognitive Level

Analyze

0

5

Evaluate

0

4

Create

0

3

The result in Table 8 and Figure 8 showed that all five samples in experimental group were in analysis cognitive
level and just three samples could reach to creating cognitive level. The three samples in control group were in
remember cognitive level and no samples in this control group could reach to analysis, evaluating and creating
cognitive level.

Figure 8. Comparison of cognitive level of both control and experimental groups
5. Discussion and Conclusion
This study has mainly concerned with measurement of effective additional ontology which a commonly-agreed
understanding of expert’s jargons (domain knowledge) that can be shared, reasoned, reused and operationalized
across communities in learning process by semantic annotation technique on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary
using CommonKADS in order to assess learning process improvement of samples.
The test at Q2, Q3, Q4 and Q5 scores of learning process measurement by semantic annotation on Bloom’s
Taxonomy vocabulary showed that additional ontologies could improve learning process behaviour of samples
as sample in experimental group. The measurement of learning process of both non-science and technology
educated control and experimental sample groups used semantic annotation on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary
as research innovative assessment to identify the cognitive level of each sample in both groups in learning
process improvement. The answers and observation of all adaptive organic rice farmer samples were modelled
using CommonKADS, then these domain knowledge models were manually semantic annotated with Bloom’s
Taxonomy vocabulary together with scored evaluation. The all five adaptive farmer samples in an experimental
group that were tutored additional ontologies are in analysis cognitive level and just three samples could extend
to creating cognitive level of Bloom’s Taxonomy. There were no samples in control group, which could reach to
analysis, evaluating and creating cognitive level on Bloom’s Taxonomy.
The average throughput of organic rice farming domain knowledge in learning process provided applying
cognitive level of Bloom’s Taxonomy was counted and validated in terms of applying domain knowledge (Q4),
effective domain knowledge (Q4) with their community and acquiring knowledge (Q5) by themselves in control
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group and experimental group. The tutorial social science ontology effectiveness on organic rice farming
knowledge was validated via a count of number of applying domain knowledge by semantic annotation using
CommonKADS from both control and experimental groups effectively to measure the ontology effectiveness in
learning process. The research results of ontology effectiveness in learning process improvement showed that the
experimental group that was with ontology training could understand and apply knowledge from trainers better
than the control group, which was without tutorial social science ontologies. This study focused on the benefits
of ontologies in supporting knowledge for non-science and technology educated farmers. The tutorial ontology
effectiveness and cognitive level of samples were assessed using the measurement in learning process by
semantic annotation technique on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary. The results defined in the ontologies
effectiveness which improved learning process, supported and enhanced understanding the organic rice farmers
in Phrao District, Chiang Mai Province as knowledge workers could also use the additional ontologies as a
vocational learning tool to improve their competency and distribute domain knowledge to people in order to
develop and solve the problem issue in their community. Non-science and technology educated farmers can learn
from this domain knowledge structure by reasoning ontology to improve and develop their communities which
are measured by semantic annotation technique on Bloom’s Taxonomy vocabulary using a CommonKADS as
innovative of this research which it provides tools to support structuring knowledge and identify cognitive level
of learners in learning process. The measurement of learning process by semantic annotation on Bloom’s
Taxonomy vocabulary can prove that the additional ontologies could improve the learning process of
non-science and technology educated farmers.
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